Power Wheels Demo Derby
Demo Derby Rules
4 – Balloons will be attached by staff. The object is to pop balloons. The last one left with a balloon is the winner.

No Vehicles Shall be stationary! Any vehicles stopped longer than 15 seconds will be considered
inoperable, and the driver will be disqualified.
Registration Will start at the livestock gate at 4 pm. Each participant will receive a walk around admission to the Fair (does
not include rides and grandstands).
The Power wheels must be left at the gate, and modifications will not be permitted after that time.
1. Any regular electric Power Wheels is allowed.
2. Kids 3-8 years of age may participate. There are two age groups 3-5 & 6-8.
3. Helmets must be worn. A bicycle helmet is ok.
4. NO PASSENGERS
5. Derby is limited to 6 or 12-volt power wheel only in stock class
6. Motors must remain stock in the stock class
7. Stock tires only. Tires may be covered with duct tape to prevent them from cracking or breaking. No screws in tires, no
chains, etc. in the stock class
8. In the Modified Class any changes maybe made. That includes the batteries, tires, & etc.
9. In the Modified Class Seat belts MUST BE WORN.
10. Decorative changes can be made to the Power Wheel to make it look like a derby car; however, there can be no
reinforcement to the power wheel. Changes and additions are only decorative.
11. At all times remember this is for kids!!
12. All power wheels will be checked in at pit gate then impounded until time for their event.
13. Each heat will be given 5-minute time limit. If at the end of the heat, there is more than one contestant with balloons
un-popped; heat will be declared a tie.
14. If a child gets out of the power wheels during the event, that child is disqualified
15. If vehicle has more than one speed, low speed must be used. - In both Stock & Modified
16. We are not responsible for any damages to the power wheels.
17. We are not responsible for any injuries that may occur during the event or on the grounds.
18. Pictures of the participant might be used on social media.
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Parent/Guardian Print: __________________________________________________________
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